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School Support Program 

 

The activities of the program Still continuing for the second month in a row, 

and as we mentioned earlier, the number of children has reached 130 

children, male and female, from the age of 7-10 years, and lessons are 

offered in Arabic and English and mathematics non educational method, 

and through modern methods of learning, where students are 



strengthened in these materials, and that is done by 6 teachers by 3 days 

per week as two teachers for each subject. 

The activities are presented almost dailyin the headquarters of The Human 

Supporters Association  in the city of Nablus. 

 

School Support teachers’ Initiative 

 

 

 

Teachers who are participating in the School supportprogram  started initiatives in addition to 

what they are doing in the School support program  , as these initiativesare different in  their 

goals and in the targeted group. 

Some of these initiatives: 



1- MissMaisAloul: The Miss Mais the English language teacher  for children from the 

second , third and fourth grade , has her own initiative since the beginning of the project 

where she  made a weekly activity in the public library to encourage reading . 

2- Miss Dana Maqbol and Mrs Hayat Abu Lawi : Miss Dan is teaching Arabic for 2nd,3rd and 

4th grade , and MrsHatat is teaching Mathematics for 3rd ,4th , and 5th grade . 

And their initiative to carry out each week to hold training workshops for mothers to 

teach them methods of dealing with kids in education and how to teach them at home, 

and at the same time benefit the mothers of this initiative to develop their abilities and 

renew their knowledge and thus taking a bigger role in the development of their 

children. 

3- Mr. EhabGhafri : Mr. Ehab is teaching Mathematics for 2nd,3rd, and 4th grade , and he is 

doing a weekly training for kids , where the can learn some theatre skills and 

performing. 

4- Mr. Obaid Abu Bakir: Mr. Obaid is teaching Arabic for 3rd.4th, and 5thgrade , and he is 

doing an initiative about teaching Dabkeh (Palestinian traditional dancing) for kids every 

week. 

 

 

 

Character of the Month 

 

 

Dyala Abo Zaror 



Miss Dyala Abu Zaror  22-year-old a volunteer and Dabkeh trainer in Human 

Supporters Association, and is studying Economy in Najah National University 

and is involved in several youthand national activities. 

Miss Dyala talkingabout her experience in the Human Supporters Association: "I 

am a volunteer in the association since 2011 and has participated in several 

activities and courses and workshops, and has benefited alot from these 

experiences, and HSA has given me the opportunity to show my talent in 

Dabkeh, and therefore  I became the trainer of the Dabkeh in the association, 

and I am very happy for this opportunity where I can share this art with others 

and publish it over . 

And also participated in the You’r Right project in 2011 which was an Italian-

Palestinian cooperation with HSA’s volunteers, where we traveled to Italy and 

we made a big show out there, and participated in the second part of this project 

in 2013 and it was successful as well . 

 

I will remain grateful to the Association which gave me a chance to show my 

talent and allowing me to share it with others, and I'd be more than happy to 

give all my knowledge and art to keep the name of the association classy as it 

should be. " 

 

 

International Volunteers 

 

Human Supporters Association always open the opportunities for international 

volunteers and locals alike, the volunteer Peter from Britain and volunteer Ellen 

from France joined the Association recently, to do their volunteering work, 

including language courses, helping  School Support  program, athletic training 

for the football team, and assist in administrative work. 

Human Supporters Association never forget all the effort done by volunteers, so 

they have free Arabic language courses in on several levels, and are introducing 

them to the culture and traditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Bands in Human Supporters Association 

 

The  artistic groups in Human Supporters Association  (Dabke dance ,Robot 

dance and Silent dance )are getting ready to work through the various 

performances by  next month, in a number of events and festivals with other 

institutions 

 

An official French delegation of the French Development Agency visiting the 

Association for future cooperation 



 
An official French delegation of the French Development Agency visited  the 

Association , to be introduced to the activities in the association , and Mr. 

WajdiYaeesh started to talk about the activities and the targeted groups , which 

is the mostly marginalized people , and the delegation was very impressed about 

these activities and how it help the society , and tey were more interested to 

know more. 

Also there  was a discussion about the French projects in the next funding 

sources and training center, which will be organized with the AHRC Foundation 

,Lilac Foundation , Cemea , and Human Supporters Association. 

Then they watched a Dabkeh performance and a performance of the Dance Boys 

, and they were impressed with these performances , and were very happy about 

the activities and the opportunities that everyone can have in the association. 

 


